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Before we begin, congratulations! For not only making it into the
UTAS MBBS program, but also for surviving this far into O week. On
behalf of all the students and your student committee – TUMSS I would
like to welcome you all. You are about to embark on one of the most
rewarding journeys of your life. Although rewarding, this trip is also
equally challenging. We can appreciate that some of you are leaving
your home for the first time or have moved interstate/ overseas, while a
number of you have already experienced what university really is.
Regardless of your background, you all are about to embark on a journey
together, which I might mention, is going to be the best rollercoaster of
your life. And during this time, TUMSS is going to walk along with you.
Throughout the year TUMSS hosts a huge range of academic and
social events to cater for all. Make sure to read the section by Cam, your
Academic Vice-President who will be in charge of organising various
academic events. Here you will get a glimpse of all the career pathways
both medicine and surgery have to offer. We also provide various
resources in terms of OSCEs, namely OSCE nights and tutoring, while
also holding a leadership seminar.
Your Social Vice-Presidents; Ella and Eli have a full social calendar
already planned for you! From Medcamp to Medball and so much more
in between, we will make sure that your days off are filled with
something other than a copy of good ol’ Robbins (let’s save this for
swotvac).
WELCOME FROM THE
PRESIDENT

Along with these fantastic events TUMSS is also a part
of Australian Medical Students’ Association or AMSA – your
national student representative body. These guys are known
for their quality academic and social events. Ranging from
AMSA national convention – one of the largest student
conferences in the world to some fantastic and life changing
programs like the National Leadership Development Seminar,
AMSA covers it all! Make sure you read your AMSA rep’s
section to be in the know!
Your welfare officer – Tash is here to look after you, we
want to make sure that along with getting the most out of
this degree, you also have a fantastic time. We understand
that university can get tough at times and as such want to
make your mental health our (and your) priority.
In addition to this I would like to assure you all that we
are here for you in every step you take and problem that you
face. If you ever have any concerns or issues these can be
brought up with your year representatives or any of the
TUMSS committee member directly. Once again, On behalf of
the entire TUMSS committee, I am very pleased to welcome
you all to the UTAS medical program. We are all very excited
to see you at MedCamp! If you haven’t already, make sure you
follow our Facebook page to receive information about
upcoming events- https://www.facebook.com/TUMSS.MedSoc/

Dear Fresher Medlets,
Congratulations on making it into course and welcome to
the start of the terrifying fantastic journey that is med school!!
You are currently reading the first year survival guide,
arguably your best friend and new bible for the next few
months. With everything you need to navigate through your
first year of medicine! So make sure to read it all or you might
miss out on the hidden gems!
My name is Natasha Abeysekera, please just call me
Tash or TSwiz (I’m the original, FYI) and I am your TUMSS
Welfare Officer for 2017. My job in conjunction with the
TUMSS Committee is to make you feel at home as much as
possible - whether you’re from Tassie, interstate or overseas.
Medical school is a journey unlike anything else you’ve
experienced before, and we’re here to help you make the most
of it! In terms of my role :
• Do you need a shoulder to cry on? Too easy! I often lurk
around Menzies with copious supplies of chocolate, lollies and
just food really. I don’t bite (anymore) so always feel free to
say hi/howdy/whaadddup, unless I’m late for something
(happens a bit lol) I’m always going to stop and have a chat.
• Finding the transition tough and needing someone to talk
to? Call/ message me any time! Trust me – I’ve been there.
• Want to hear a horrible dad joke? I have got you covered.
(What did the fish say when it ran into a wall?) Seriously
come and find me if there’s anything you want to talk about.
Alternatively, there are heaps of other people you can talk to
whether it be your year reps, anyone else on the TUMSS
committee, staff from the School of Medicine... help is always
around the corner!

For now, take your time to go through this guide and
find out how best you can make the most of med
school + Taswegia. Before you know it, you’ll be outta
here and saving lives! Happy reading and I’ll see you
at Med Camp!
Tash (Med III)

WELCOME

Hi, I’m Eli, I’m addicted to colourful highlighters and in 2nd
year. Heyo, medlets I’m Ella, the beauty of this pair, I like
coriander (4real) and I’m in 4th year at LCS.

Eli

You’ll risk missing Medevents are so medtastic that’ll you’ll
need to med-itate. You’ll miss medcest that’ll make you feel
so medi-ocre and needing a re-med-y and great laughs with
new friends that are co-med-ic. You’ll friendship so hard with
other medlets that’ll you’ll win a bloody friendship med-al.
You’ll unasha-med-ly med-dle with costumes so much you’ll
end up permanently looking med-ieval, or like med-usa.
They’ll be parties so good you’ll feel like you orgas-med, so
don’t miss out or you’ll be bum-med.

Ell
a

And we know who you are, Mr “I’m feeling a bit sick so I’m
not going to be able to make it tonight ” when you’re secretly
fine and totally going to binge on Maltesers while watching 5
hours of Netlix. Yep, we’ve all been there, we’ve all been there.
BUT THIS YEAR YOU RISK MORE THAN MISSING OUT
ON YOUR MATES NOT SO SUBTLY MAKING OUT IN THE
CORNER OF A HOUSE PARTY.

WHY: We are a power couple and have a burning passion in
our hearts to deliver to you nothing but non-stop bangers,
bevs and the perfect platform to let your social vibes flow.
Why should you attend? Basically your future partner is
somewhere hidden in this degree (Ella speaks from
experience). You may not see it by day but at night that boy
with the glasses behind the books becomes MJ on the dance
floor, just like Clarke Kent becomes Superman.

Then like a Tay Tay Swizzle song you have your
first kiss, start dating, get married and have babies
who then become doctors too and continue the
medcest cycle. Woah too out of hand lets reel it
back in.
You have to come to all events because we are
here to prevent you from “burn out” quote E.
Warnecke 2016. We spice up med life like paprika
in a curry and give you the chance to let your hair
down like the flower power of the 70s. You are in
for a wild ride folks!
....

An overview of what 2017 has in store:
Medcamp Party: Run during Medcamp but all years are
invited, to torture, oh I mean welcome, all the fresh first
years.
Societies Day : First week of Uni, AKA excuse to skip arvo
lectures for rad tunes with uni societies for you to join
(mainly for the bev packages)– check out the TUMSS stall
and get your membership. Also good for meeting cool kids
who don’t do med and have a better social life than you.
TUMSS Barrels: Run throughout the year at the Sandy Bay
Campus – great to meet other students from the med esp.
from older years (unfortunately older students will usually
be out of their clin gear and therefore less hot at barrels)
MedParty: Costume party, so good, get funky, get down.
MedBall: So fancy, much glitter, so wow stay tuned for the
most classy event of the year.
NEED TO KNOW: Costumes. Most if not all events will be
themed, this means you NEED/MUST go all-out, it’s a
crucial part of any event. You will be singled out if you are
that pleb that comes as a poor uni student, boo you.
So drum roll plz…….
Out first theme for this year is for the MedCamp Party and
it will be Under the Sea!! So fulfil your childhood dreams of
being like Ariel with her fiery red hair flowing in the ocean
and old mate Sebastian the crab creeping in the weed.

Welcome to our freshest batch of Medlets! I'm sure there
must be a powerful combination of excitement and fear
churning through your veins for the year that lays ahead.
But rest your precious little heads, for first year is a
tremendous time for learning, discovery and most
importantly fun. Make sure you involve yourself in all
aspects of uni life, the new friends, societies, sports, as well
as the academic side of things. Luckily for you TUMSS has a
whole team dedicated to helping you with the academic part,
so you can focus on what's important, barrels! (You'll learn
all about these soon enough, I'm fairly sure they're a hurdle
requirement for CAM101)
Your academic reps and I are here to host a range of
academic activities for you to uncover the exciting world
that is clinical medicine. This year we've got a careers expo
with a range of specialties, electives night with students who
have studied across the globe, OSCE mentoring, leadership
seminars and so much more. I'm getting dizzy just thinking
about it.
So relax, have fun and know that we've got your back. Enjoy
all that uni has to offer and we'll see you in the Menzies.
Oh, I almost forgot, don't forget to go to class!
Cheers,
Cam.
Your TUMSS Academic VP

If you’re reading this, then congratulations! You got into medicine! Huzzah! Getting into medicine is
equal parts exciting and terrifying. You’ve probably heard the words ‘self care’ and ‘mental health’ and
‘important’ thrown around a lot (if you haven’t then you probably need extra coffee for those 9am self
care lectures). Hopefully you’re in this for the long haul, so here are some tried and true ways to stay
sane.
Make a list of all the non-med things that make you happy and read it regularly: whether it’s gifs of
puppies going down stairs, getting a free coffee from Pilgrim and upgrading to a large soy single
origin just for the hell of it, or the feeling of taking off your socks in bed, write down all of the things
that you love and stick it next to your diagram of the brachial plexus. Read both regularly.
Get moving: no doubt you’ve heard this before, but exercise is scientifically proven to help get your
mind off study by diverting your attention to cute guys/gals at the gym/how bad you are at team
sports/your poorly controlled asthma. Regardless, walk to uni (it’s virtually downhill to Menzies from
any direction), cycle to Salamanca and get some brunch, hit up a Barrecode class (student discounts!),
con all of your friends into starting up a netball team, or dance in the dark for an hour at No Lights
No Lycra. If the actual moving part of exercise isn’t your thing, working out is a perfect excuse for a
trip to Lululemon or some online Nike shopping.
Learn to structure your weekends: my ultimate pro-tip is DO NOT SPEND THE WHOLE WEEKEND
STUDYING. You will go Fully Crazy. Instead I recommend splitting each day of the weekend into two
halves. Spend half the day doing whatever you need/want to do (e.g. stock up on cheap avocados,
clean all the bird shit off your car windscreen, binge watch Parks and Recreation) then buckle down
for the other half of the day and memorise muscle names to your heart’s content.
Get a study group together: I didn’t bother with this until 3rd year, but the reason study groups are so
good are because you make great friends and spend most of your study time watching bad YouTube
videos of people who can’t spell the word ‘pregnant’ on Yahoo Answers/eating lots of snacks/cooking
said snacks to take to your study group/wasting time so you feel more motivated to study later.

Emily Mackrill on Welfare

Get professional help: if you’ve tried all of the above and still want to cry every time you have to have
to write a KFP report, get professional help (KFP shouldn’t do this to you). Schedule a visit with your
GP and make a mental health plan, which will get you access to up to 10 sessions with a psychologist
(most will bulk bill, especially if you have a healthcare card). They can also give you tips on sleep
hygiene, mindfulness techniques, and relaxation. What have you got to lose? If you or someone you
know needs help, Lifeline is available 24/7 on 13 11 14

Top tips for first years:
1. Get involved straight away! I would highly recommend heading to
societies day, uni barrels at Sandy Bay and all the amazing social
events offered by TUMSS. Everyone heads to MedCamp. Miss
MedCamp and you will cry for the next 5 years of your degree.
2. Do not wear your student card on those lanyards the SoM gives
you - on your hip. I made this mistake for the first few weeks :(
3. For the school leavers: Uni is really different to school. Don’t stress
out about missing stuff, especially lectures (but don't miss Renee's or
Derek's because they are life). Most of these will be put up on MyLo
so you can catch up later.
4. Med is pretty different academically to school and other uni
courses. You’re all high achievers but don’t expect grades near what
you were getting. You can’t learn everything in medicine and all you
actually need is 50%.
5. Social stuff in med isn’t 100% parties. There are lots of other great
things to get involved in like TUMSS sport, AMSA events, interesting
lecture series and special interest groups.
What to expect in Semester 1:
Our year group learnt a lot in sem 1 but there was a lot of adjusting
to do. The international and interstate students had to settle into
Tasmania and the rest of us still had to work out what the hell we
were doing. From our experience: - Don’t bother buying textbooks
until you know you need them - Everyone uses different study
methods which develop over the year – don’t stress if you’re doing
things differently to friends - Work together with people!! This isn’t
school and no one is competing. Really use your groups Facebook
page to share resources and help each other out Try to use the
formative quiz around week 3 and your first mid-semester to sort out
your study methods and groups. It’s a good opportunity to just have a
go. I really learned from it.
Charlotte Bannick on Yr1

Social stuff:
I would really recommend heading to Societies
Day which UTAS runs. It’s a great way to get
involved around uni, get to know your class better
and properly meet some of the TUMSS crew. We all
headed down together last year (definitely not
skipping a lecture) and had a good time meeting
other students and getting to know each other
better. Keep in mind everyone comes from different
backgrounds; some people will already know a
bunch of people and others will know no one. Also
head to the (almost) weekly barrels and all the med
events!!
Semester 2
We all found sem 2 to be pretty different
academically. Anatomy was by far the most
emphasised subject and we all found it a big
change. Make sure you have your study methods
sorted and you keep on top of it from the very first
week. Dissection starts from week 1, which can be a
pretty difficult, but amazing experience. Rural week,
where everyone goes to Camp Clayton in
Ulverstone to learn about rural healthcare was a
highlight for us and we got our first taste of what
medical students actually get up to in hospitals.
Definitely something for you all to look forward to!
End of year exams are pretty intimidating but we
tried to stay sane by doing lots of non-med things
and moaning about study over a coffee or a bev.
Good luck 2017 first years!!
P.S. Don’t have any regrets at MedCamp ;)

Of the four domains you’ll be introduced to during first
year, D2 will focus the most on the interpersonal skills that
you will use every day in your career as a medical
student/doctor. D2 is taught in ‘Case Based Learning’
(CBL) tutorials, which are composed of a group of 9 or 10
students accompanied by local GPs who will help you
develop your clinical skills; and in skill sessions, where you
will have the opportunity to put the clinical skills you have
learnt during CBL into action in a practical setting. In
CAM101, you will learn the basics of Doctor-Patient
communication and the process of taking a medical
history from a patient. Asking the tutors lots of questions
and practicing your summarising of cases will be really
helpful throughout the semester – especially for exams!
And having a medical dictionary can be fairly useful for
looking up unfamiliar words and terms that often pop up
in the cases each week. In CAM102, you will continue to
improve upon your history taking skills as well as being
introduced to musculoskeletal examination. Asking
questions of your tutors and peers is really important in
this semester, as you will be examined on your ability to
take a history from a patient and perform a joint
examination at the end of the year. It’s also a really good
idea to get a small group of friends together so you can
practice examinations on each other, because the best way
to succeed in competency exams is to practice.

The 411 of Domain 2

Med II - here you will continue with
your study of systems of the body,
with a focus on the cardiovascular and
respiratory systems in the first half of
the year, and progressing to the
gastrointestinal and renal systems,
with a touch of reproductive system, in
second semester.

Med IV - Rotations in fourth year
include paediatrics, surgical and
medical specialties, general practice,
psychiatry, and obstetrics and
gynaecology. Finally, there is an
elective at the end of fourth year,
which allows the more intrepid among
you to step out of the country and
experience medicine overseas.

Med III - This year will have a few
weeks of clinical rotation thrown into
the mix to give you a taste of hospital
life. You will spend time in the hospital
around surgery, clinical specialties,
general medicine, and a stint of
primary care in the community. First
semester will also focus on
neuroanatomy, so study hard!

Med V - Finally. You’ve made it!
Everyone is focussed on preparing to
become an intern: your days are spent
in the hospital on a variety of rotations
including the emergency department,
surgery, general medicine, anaesthetics,
and ICU, not to mention a selective of
your choice. The year culminates in
graduation which will sneak up on you
before you know it!

If UTAS Medical School was Westeros, the Rural Clinical School would
definitely be the Starks (but with a happier ending, fingers crossed). We’ve
kind of been shunned to the North and sent away from all the fancy folk in
Prof. Hay’s Landing. We have the nice family feel of Winterfell, with a much
lower threat of wildling attacks. We are also clearly the superior choice in the
Game of Clinical Schools. On a slightly more serious note for a moment,
or for people who are completely confused by the first
paragraph (seriously, get on Netflix right now), the RCS is
a great place to study for fourth and fifth year. Everyone
will get a chance to visit us up in Burnie in first year, and
some of you again in second and third year, to see why we
all love it so much. The combination of a) having the
smallest group and b) the fact that there’s nothing to do in
Burnie, mean that we have a really supportive family feel
to the clinical school.
The teaching and staff are wonderful,
and even though we arguably see fewer
patients I think our teaching
opportunities are as good as Launceston
or Hobart because the clinicians are so
dedicated to our learning!

The Hobart Clinical School is the biggest of the clinical schools across
UTAS for 4th and 5th year, taking in roughly 45-50 students per year
group. Despite its large size, it is often the most competitive preference
for clinical schools, perhaps owing to the greater diversity in specialties
offered, its bigger city and student life, and its relatively close proximity
to Grape. It also has the advantage that students can continue
involvement with pre-existing extra-curricular activities, such as in sport,
work and socialising outside of medicine. However, being a larger hospital
often means less structured, more independent learning. Students are
typically left to actively seek opportunities and make themselves known
to clinicians in order to make the most of their clinical experience. This
kind of structure is good for students wanting more flexibility in their
learning style/ attendance (read – have an easier time going unnoticed
and having more time to do non-med things), however if you like more
guidance and encouragement to maximise clinical opportunities, then
make sure you take this into consideration. One of the most noticeable
differences within clinical schools is that there tends to be less of a
communal environment within the Hobart clinical school, compared to
Launceston and Burnie. But this is less of a problem if mingling with preclinical students is your thing! Take that as you will.

Despite being given a somewhat bad wrap over the past
few years, the LCS is definitely somewhere to consider
for 4th and 5th year. All the schools are very distinct in
what they offer, so it's worth a bit of a think about what
you want to get out of your placements and your own
level of initiative and motivation in the final years of
med. I would say the LCS is an intermediary between
the schools where Burnie is like you're a baby which
provides spoon feeding (the literally feed you), and
Hobart who give you your own spoon and expect you to
know what to do with it. The LCS show you how to use
your spoon in the best way (disclaimer: starving when I
wrote this sorry for cutlery analogy) The administration
staff are very supportive as well as the unit coordinators,
but especially Stella, the barista in the caf who
memorises your name and coffee order within your first
week, and refers to all students are her baby doctors.
In terms of learning, launnie provides an excellent
teaching program with doctors who are eager to share
their skills with students. They go out of their way to
prepare students for passing final exams and intern year
instead of teaching the nitty gritty 1 in 10000000000
medical condition they may have never actually seen in
their specialty. The hospital environment is encouraging,
with the majority of doctors and nurses eager to ensure
you get the most out of your placement. In this way, as a
student you will feel a part of the team and are expected
to take participate.

In terms of launnie-town itself, this is probably the
major downside. The nightlife is fairly average...
house parties are good! Expect to form a close knit
group between 4th, 5th and intern years in this
way. The eating scene is definitely on the improve
with a few gems popping up around the place, but
don't expect the choice we know and love in
hobart. Other activities include a Saturday farmers
market, many surrounding wineries, 'eat street' (a
conglomeration of food vans with tasty food),
social futsal, netball and basketball through the uni
and the gorge (good for walks, runs, swims in
warmer months).
Launceston is roughly 2h15 from hobart making it
an easy drive to beloved Hobz and commonly
driven so if you are car/licence-less carpooling is
the way to go.

The medical course at UTAS has
a strong emphasis on
‘internationalisation’ with an aim
to make our graduates truly
global citizens and capable of
working anywhere in the world.
This is achieved through 3
processes: promoting student
mobility to international
destinations, a comprehensive
global health teaching program
and ‘internationalisation of the
classroom.

With the assistance of the Director of Internationalisation
& Global Health (nick.cooling@utas.edu.au) students are
encouraged to learn in international locations including
low resource settings. Particular opportunities for this
experience include the 4th yr Elective program,
individualised summer programs in 2-3rd yr, exchange
programs with our partner universities including intensive
short courses, and through our student led organisations
IMPACT, ISSUE, AMSA and SMST. Our Global Health
course, held in 3rd yr, is based on the top 10 causes of
global burden of disease and also includes contemporary
issues such as climate change, trans-national migration,
medical tourism, global conflict, pandemics and access to
surgery. The course is taught by international experts and
innovative learning methods such as RIPPLE, flipped
classrooms, debates and international video links are used
to facilitate deep learning.
These learning methods are also used to internationalise
our classrooms throughout the MBBS course. International
students and students from other diverse backgrounds
share their experiences with local students and help create
a internationalised curriculum based on diverse opinions,
cross cultural case studies and respectful enquiry.
For more details see the SMILE web page

Salut les Medlets! Parlez-vous Français?
Regardez! Les baguettes! Oh mon dieu, croissants, ils
ont le goût assez bon, non?
Je vous presente l’opportunité d’apprendre la
médecine utile en même temps que le Français. Pas
mal, non?
Venez, chaque lundi à 17h, école clinique de Hobart.
Hi 1st years! So you think you can French?
Every Monday at 5pm, a decent crowd of medical
students from all years meets with a general surgeon
(and all-round great guy) to talk French, in a session
unique to UTAS. We don’t just chin-wag, we talk
medicine, clinical students present cases, read papers,
first years describe the layers of the skin, etc.
Basically, we learn useful medicine, but in French.
And there’s occasionally foods, the prof might bring
croissants, who knows?
The idea is that your French and medical knowledge
to the point that it can be useful. You can even be set
up with a 4th year elective in France!
Contact your Welfare Officer for more deets.

The Summer Research Internship truly is a fantastic opportunity that perhaps not
enough students take advantage of. If you think that research might be in your future,
are vaguely curious or admittedly have very little idea of what research actually
entails then the internship could be a valuable introduction.
Having come into Medicine at UTAS with a bachelor of Science and honours degree, I
was looking to stay involved in research and thought that a summer research
internship would be the best, and most agreeable timewise, way to do this. It was 8
weeks, during the summer holidays and a time that, if I’m honest, I would have been
doing nothing with anyway.
When I started my bachelor degree, the idea of research wasn’t an entirely palatable
one to me. To be honest, I had not even given it a second thought. However, a
research unit was a core unit of my final year and sparked my interest, and I realised
that my preconception of what was involved with research was wrong. Without
having experience with research, it’s really difficult to appreciate just how important
it is. Basically everything that we learn in medicine is the result of someone’s research.
We don’t have a research unit built into our medical degree, so the majority of
students will graduate with little to no research experience. Sure we get theoretical
teachings on research and research techniques, but actually performing tests yourself
is going to give you much greater insight into what is involved when you order a
blood test, what happens to the tissue that you’ve just taken a biopsy of, or how new
treatments and vaccines are made, than sitting through 100 lectures on the subject
ever could.
Having already established my interest in endocrinology I opted for a project
examining the correlation between plasma inflammatory biomarker levels in Type 2
diabetic patients and the progression to cardiovascular disease. As part of the project
I performed ELISA tests to measure particular inflammatory markers. Once I had my
results I compared the levels between type 2 diabetic patients and patients without
type 2 diabetes, and later correlated the levels with an increased risk or signs of
further progression towards cardiovascular disease.
...

...
My internship did not consist solely of laboratory work and data
analysis but also of current literature review and meeting with other
researchers involved in endocrinology. Information that I learnt
during my internship proved to be an advantage when studying
diabetes and cardiovascular disease in 2nd year.
Currently, our only opportunities for practical research in our medical
degree is through seeking a summer internship or an honours year.
The internship would be great preparation for an honours year, I
know it would have helped if I had had a similar experience before
entering my honours year, which by the way was one of my most fun
years spent at uni to date. Additionally, if you’re toying with the idea
of an honours year but can’t make up your mind, the internship could
help you decide whether research is for you or not.
Let’s be clear, research doesn’t mean staying in a laboratory all day. It
could, if you really want it to, but it is also a great way to during my
internship is one of our lecturers and unit coordinator in medicine.
You could be establishing relationships with doctors that you will
work with in the future, because the number of doctors that are also
involved in clinical research is probably much greater than you think.
So why would you do a summer internship? Why not? If you want to
know more about research, want to test the waters before committing
to an honours year, want to start research at the earliest opportunity,
or know that somewhere in the future you could be thrust into
research and could have used kick-start, then you should absolutely
explore this valuable option.

An Honours year can seem rather crazy and even dumb to
many… questions such as ‘why add another year to my degree?’
or ‘why delay earning a decent income for yet another year?’
often arise and are quite reasonable questions. Unfortunately the
rush to the exit that university seems to have become for many
of us does not lend us any favours in the long run.
The UTAS MBBS is a level 7 qualification in the Australian
Qualifications Framework. This is the same level as a Bachelor of
Arts or Bachelor of Science. It means we have attended
university and have basic and broad knowledge of a topic, in our
case medicine and surgery. If you had gone to Melbourne or
Sydney and completed an MD course, you would have come
away with both a level 7 bachelors degree and a level 9 medical
qualification that was designed to impart the ability to undertake
research and the possession of specialist knowledge relevant to a
certain field. In short, MD graduates possess a medical degree
that is recognised to be at the Masters level. Significantly, these
students can go straight into PhDs (level 10) should they wish to,
and they increasingly are soon after they have completed their
intern years. The honours year offered at UTAS is the quickest
way to bridge this gap. The awarding of a BMedSc (Hon), the
degree you get from just one year of work, is a level 8
qualification that is sufficient enough to enter any PhD course
with.
...

The main draw cards of an honours year include having a fairly chill year away from the grind of
the MBBS and that you actually can learn something you want to. What you learn will be dictated
by your topic, so if you’re in the lab messing with mice brains, you’ll learn lab technique, protocol
and how to actually science. If you end up working with population based studies and data, you’ll
learn statistical methods and how to manage a study. A major benefit of honours is meeting
people and traveling. Through honours I now have friends in medical research and clinical
medicine from many countries due to the good fortune of being able to travel to work in Finland
for a month and also to attend a live-in seminar with 40 other young scientists and clinicians in
Fiji. These are the sort of opportunities you cannot do in the regular MBBS and are what I think set
the honours year apart. The travel doesn’t end with the honours year either, you will likely want to
present your work somewhere after it’s all over, so you can aim high and target major conferences
anywhere you wish. Once you have some research momentum, you’ll almost always have some
work that you could present somewhere or improve on with the hope for publication. The honours
year is the key that opens the door for this to continue on throughout your career.
Science, and increasingly medicine, relies on quantitative measures to determine success. The
honours year is the perfect introduction to this side of medicine and to get your foot in the door
for future projects. In the simplest terms, you can learn ‘how to science’ and how to publish it in
journals and/or how to present it at conferences to actually make it count. The scored CVs of the
medical and surgical colleges all award generous points for both papers and conference
presentations; a good paper or two can be worth as much as a rotation as a resident in the relevant
specialty you are applying to. Many people don’t realise that by doing the honours year, which is
usually taken after 3rd year but is sometimes taken after 4th year, you actually get a whole
Bachelor of Medical Science (Honours) and get to graduate from it like any other grandaunt.
Practically, you do need to have maintained good marks across the degree in both written and
OSCEs to be allowed to take the year out.

Let me add my voice to the many others who are saying welcome to the cohort of
medical students at UTas! I am Philip, in my fourth year, and this year’s Tasmanian
representative to the Australian Medical Students’ Association – often known as
AMSA.
AMSA is a opportunity for medical students from all around Australia to come
together. Its main job is to advocate for all of Australia’s medical students to
improve your lot, from trying to provide all medical students with jobs, to reducing
bullying at hospitals. AMSA provides the opportunity to make so many lasting
friendships with medical students across Australia, thanks to all of its fun,
informative events throughout the year!
AMSA National Convention will be held in July in Sydney, and is shaping up to be
huge. 1500 medical students, $1.4M budget – it is one of the biggest student run
events in the world. It will be a week full of inspiring lectures about leadership,
what to do when done with medschool, emergency medical challenges, and sports
competitions in the daytime, with exciting themed and costumed parties each night.
One of my biggest mistakes of Medicine so far was to wait several years before I
went to convention, and I regret the years I missed! If global health is more your
thing, the Global Health Conference is run by AMSA in August (Adelaide this year),
and it is quickly approaching Convention in size and popularity!
The National Leadership Development Seminar is held in Canberra in May, and is
very competitive to attend. However, it is a great way to build your own leadership
skills through seminars, as well as small workshops and tutorials.
AMSA Councils occur three times a year, which is a time for the AMSA Reps to
collaborate and develop national plans for AMSA. All students are welcome to
attend council, and I encourage you all to apply for TUMSS funding for it when
applications open! Suffice to say that AMSA does a lot, from connecting med
students with each other, inspiring you, and of course, hosting phenomenal parties. I
can’t wait to meet you all over the coming year, and I encourage you to approach
me with any questions you have!
Philip Rothschild (Med IV) AMSA Representative

Throughout MedCamp and your first few weeks, you may hear whispers (or impassioned
tributes) about what is truly the event of the year! What follows is a painfully inadequate
attempt to represent just how incredible and indescribable AMSA National Convention is. What:
AMSA National Convention a crazy fun-packed week
Who: You, a band of fellow UTAS Rangers and over 1000 other medical students from all over
Australia AND our Kiwi colleagues from over the ditch
Where: Sydney - Australia’s largest and most exciting city
When: stretched out across 7 days starting July 2nd (conveniently in your mid-year break ;) )
Why: let me tell you!
Having been put on annually since 1960 by our friends at AMSA it has developed into the
premier event in AMSA’s calendar. Spend your days broadening your idea of medicine by
listening to the incredible talks from researchers, physicians, and otherwise inspiring individuals
curated by the academic team, get inspired at the careers expo and support your new UTAS
buddies as they compete in debating and research competitions. On sports day, don your UTAS
convict suit and up your uni pride as we compete against rival universities in a variety of sports,
represent us as our Brawniest Medical Student or get hands on in the Emergency Medical
Challenge. By night, show off your creative side in some epic costumes as you rip up the D-floor
at unique venues, and finish your week off by celebrating all the UTAS family love at the
spectacle that is Gala Ball, and if you fancy yourself as an endurance partier you might just
score yourself some chicken and champagne.
While we’re only a small uni, we punch well above our weight, with some killer turnouts at
Melbourne in 2015 and Townsville 2016, and with sports day and research comp wins, and
debating finals appearances, we can definitely kick it with the big kids (but luckily still retain
our loveable underdogs rep).
Convention is a great way to meet people not only from across the country, but also fellow
UTAS Rangers and becoming a part of this incredible tradition is a must-do in any med
student’s uni years.
If you have any questions feel free to have a chat with me (or AMSA Rep Phil) and to stay in
the loop for info sessions and registration details chuck the TUMSS and AMSA National
Convention Sydney 2017 Facebook pages a like because you DO NOT want to miss this!
Beth Grimmer (Med III) Junior AMSA Representative

Hello fresh-faced medlets! Are you a muso looking
for a hobby outside of medicine to keep up? Or
are you looking for an outlet to relieve stress? Or
just an excuse to dust off your instrument again?
Then look no further – join the TMO!
WHO: We are a student led orchestra, fortunate
enough to be conducted by the charismatic,
Melfred Lijauco.
WHAT/WHEN: We have weekly or fortnightly
rehearsals (depending on availability) held after
5pm on a weeknight, working up towards a
number of performances throughout the year,
including the annual TMO concert and other
Medicine-related gigs.
WHY: Come along and get to know some friendly
faces in a real casual setting. We love meeting
new members! For the super-keen, keep your ears
perked up for more information about the
Australian Medical Students’ Orchestra (AMSO),
and the Australian Doctors’ Orchestra (ADO)
throughout the year. Looking forward to hearing
from you!
Corinne, on behalf of the TMO team. Get in touch:
tasmanianmedicalorchestra@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/tasmanianmedicalorche
stra/

If you are looking for a way to
advance your career while
you’re still at uni then you
should definitely consider
coming to Medivision!
Medivision is an annual
symposium held in Hobart in
May and features inspirational
speakers from all over the
world, practical workshops to
help develop your skills and a
chance for networking with
some of the best doctors and
researchers around.
It’s held in the lecture theatre
at Menzies so you won’t get
confused with the location, and
ticket prices include a cocktail
evening which promises to be
great fun too.
Ticket and pricing information
available soon!

Dear UTas Med Class of 2021
Congratulations! The hard work has paid off, and you’ve got
exciting times ahead. We know that in the next few weeks
you’ll be inundated with new information - so we’ll keep this
short and sweet.
We’re IMPACT – and we’re your go-to guys & girls for all
things Global Health. We connect UTas medlets with people,
organisations and opportunities in Global Health, and we
throw some spectacular parties to raise money for amazing
Global Health projects.
Ever dreamed of fighting malaria in Haiti, delivering babies
in Ethiopia, or performing life-changing surgeries in
Cambodia? Are you passionate about the effects of climate
change on health, the Global Goals, or the health of refugees
and asylum seekers? Are you keen to party in the name of
charity?
Yeah? Then chances are, Global Health might be your thing.
If you think it is, if you want to know more, or if you just
really like a good party, come say hi (we promise we don’t
bite). We’ll be at MedCamp, around Menzies, and we’re on
Facebook at IMPACT Utas. Good luck, and see you soon!
xoxo IMPACT

Dear First Years,
Welcome to the UTas MBBS! My name is Ynez Howlett-Jansen, I
am in fourth year, and I am your AMSA Global Health
Representative for 2017. AMSA stands for the Australian Medical
Students’ Association, and is the peak representative body for the
17 000 medical students across Australia. AMSA links us to the
mainland medical masses - exciting conferences, networking,
advocacy, and educational opportunities. Complementing TUMSS
AMSA Rep Philip Rothschild, it is my aim to familiarise you to the
magic that is AMSA Global Health and help you to make the most
of your time in medical school - believe me, this time will fly!
AMSA Global Health is a subcommittee of AMSA that is dedicated
to - you guessed it - global health! AMSA Global Health exists to
unite medical students to advocate and educate both our medical
student peers and our local communities on pertinent global health
issues such as refugee and asylum seeker health, climate change,
environmental health, sexual health, non communicable diseases,
and a range of other issues. If you are interested in any of these
things, or you would like to learn more about global health, then
AMSA Global Health is for you! There is a Global Health Group at
each University with a medical school, ours at UTas is IMPACT.
IMPACT are your gateway to global health and to AMSA. I will be
working with the rest of the IMPACT committee to bring AMSA
Global Health events and opportunities to you!

There are a number of ways that you can get involved with AMSA
Global Health:
1. AMSA Global Health Council. Held twice per year, Council is the
meeting place of the AMSA Global Health National Management
Team and AMSA Global Health Representatives from each
University across Australia.
2. Attend ThinkTanks. Before each sitting of AMSA Council, Philip
and I will run a ThinkTank which is a meeting to get UTas input
into the policies that are going to be discussed at Council.
3. AMSA Global Health Conference (GHC). GHC, held in a different
Australian city each year, brings together over 600 medical
students for five days for an exciting programme of renowned
academic speakers, engaging workshops, fun social nights, and the
chance to explore a (possibly new) city.
4. Get involved with AMSA Global Health Initiatives in Hobart.
5). The International Federation of Medical Students Association
(IFMSA). The IFMSA is kind of like AMSA Global Health, but for
the entire world!
I’m up at the Launceston Clinical School but will endeavour to
make it down for MedCamp and all of the start of year staples, if
you are interested in AMSA or would like to have a chat send me
an email (yhowlett@utas.edu.au), or find me on Facebook! Like
“AMSA Global Health” on Facebook to stay up to date with the
latest!

Rustica is the University of Tasmania Rural Health Club. We aim to
promote the positive aspects of rural health careers to all health science
students by offering scholarships and professional development
opportunities, and advocate for our members both locally and on a national
level. We hold a number of interesting and rewarding opportunities
throughout the year, which we strongly encourage first year students to get
involved with early!
Rustica holds a number of skills events over the year that Medical students
of all years are invited to attend. If you’re at Medcamp, you’ll get an
introduction to these skills events there. We teach things like
venepuncture, suturing, and cannulation. These days are great in first year,
because you do so little hands-on activities (and a lot of sitting in lecture
theatres) – so it is a good way to develop some skills early on, and also
remind yourself that you’re not just studying a science degree!
Rustica also holds rural high school visits, where groups of UTAS students
go to high schools around Tasmania and teach students about health
degrees on offer, and teach some skills like plastering, bandaging, taking
vital signs, and anatomy. These days are heaps of fun, and are always
enjoyed by the high school and UTAS students!
Our Rural Networking Dinner and Cocktail host a variety of experienced
health professionals, and are an opportunity to hear from some amazing
doctors with interesting lives and careers. We also send a number of
students each year up to Shepparton to an Indigenous festival to promote
health and health careers.
Make sure you join as a Rustica member and like our Facebook page to
get updated on events Rustica hold throughout the year. We would love to
have lots of first year students involved in the club, so come along to one
of our Hobart meetings, and hopefully we can help some of you to realise
the amazing opportunities that rural medicine can offer!

Hello from the other side, and welcome to first year!
Here at GPSN (General Practice Students’
Network) we will do our very best to introduce you
to the elusive specialisation known as ‘general
practice’. We are a special interest group that
focuses on promoting the amazing benefits of a life
and career in general practice. We also strive to
dispel any misconceptions that people might have
about this unique specialty. There are many new
and exciting events that we have planned for this
year – Clinical Skills days, First Incision
Photobooth, Red Flags Events and plenty more, so
we hope to see you there! GPSN isn’t a just group
for people who want to become GPs – everyone’s
welcome, and there are plenty of fun opportunities
to get involved in. Learn skills that will be valuable
for any speciality.

There is also the fantastic John Murtagh
First Wave Scholarship Program, the
perfect way to get a taste of general
practice in your pre-clinical years. We
also have national working groups which
you can be involved in to help
community (partnering with orange sky
laundry), rural & close the gap programs
and a research group.
So, if you’re keen for amazing events
with food, freebies, prizes and great
company, then we’re the group for you! If
you would like more info, check out
www.gpsn.org.au We’re super excited to
meet you soon!
Fiona Beer (Chair)
MBBS III

The ISSUE Foundation (ISSUE) is a student run organisation at
the University of Tasmania dedicated to sustainable public
health projects in the Masaka Region of Uganda. Each summer a
group of students have the opportunity to travel to Uganda to
contribute to our projects in mosquito net distribution, malaria
education, HIV testing, and supporting youth organisations and
medical clinics. Over the past seven years ISSUE have
distributed over 5000 insecticide treated mosquito nets and
have raised enough money for local youth organization,
Anaweza Skills and Talents to purchase a large block of land so
that they can expand the reach of their valuable programs.
Getting involved with ISSUE is a great way to meet likeminded
students in other years, gain valuable skills in event running and
leadership, and to travel to East Africa! Being part of ISSUE and
travelling to Uganda is open to all students in years 1-5, our
activities in Uganda require no medical knowledge, although
there is the capacity for you to gain some clinical experience
whilst over there if you desire. I was the 2016 President of
ISSUE, but we are looking to elect our new committee for 2017
in the early academic year. No experience is necessary and you
do not need any experience in public health or volunteering to
take part, and you do not have to commit to travelling to
Uganda. You need to be enthusiastic, reliable, and want to have
some fun! We would love to see some fresh faces involved this
year so look out for a notice of the election in the coming weeks!
If you have any questions in the meantime feel free to send me
an email (yhowlett@utas.edu.au) or find me on Facebook! Be sure
to also like “The ISSUE Foundation”!

Hello and welcome to 1st years! The next five years will be some of
the most hectic but rewarding times of your life. You'll soon be
flooded with opportunities left and right for you to engage with:
from UTas barrels to other MedSoc events, but with all this going
on, why not have a look at our society too. You'll find our events are
not only engaging but can complement the material you'll be
learning throughout the year. TSPS (Tasmanian Student Pathology
Society) is here to offer you valuable insight into one of the most
underrated fields of medicine. Being the study of disease and its
progression, it is fundamental to the diagnosis and management of
patients in modern healthcare. A fundamental understanding of
Pathology is invaluable, and will help you as medical students and
future doctors. This is where TSPS can help you. We have some
exciting events coming up for you to get involved in, including: a
guest lecture series on current and relevant Pathology topics (Zika
Virus and Autopsies being previous examples), Pathology lab tours
of the Royal Hobart Hospital and much more. Stay tuned for more
updates, and don't hesitate to come have a chat if you see me or
other TSPS members in Menzies. We have several boxes of merch
lying around, so freebies are guaranteed! You can contact me at
pathology@tumss.org.au and through Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/TasmanianStudentPathologySociety/?
fref=ts

Pilgrim Coffee rivals the best. Cutting no corners,
a darker house blend is offered that
complements the addition of milk for the casual
coffee drinker. Additionally, batch brew filtered
coffee offers the option to sample citrus tones
closer to the tea end of the spectrum. Speaking
of tea, a number of high-grade teas from Pollen
Tea Room can be found on the menu. Two to
three free refills are available for your pot
depending on the strength of the blend of your
choice.

With Hobart’s burgeoning café culture placing a
number of caffeine establishments between the
RHH and Yellow Bernard you may wonder why I
would recommend taking the walk along Collins
Street. The coffee is served predominately takeaway or to be had with haste in espresso form.
Few seats mean little study time is wasted
making small talk over your supposedly ’quick
coffee’. Order, have a chat to the friendly crew,
enjoy your drink, and be on your way.

Located in the Bank Arcade off Liverpool street,
Two Folk is one of Hobart’s finest coffee joints
to get your morning/arvo/eve x of caffeine to
warm your soul during those cold winter days
(or summer days if you have a particularly cold
soul). The coffee is rich and earthy, and if you
are feeling peckish why not grab a bite to eat
from their range of great sweet or savoury
treats (the espresso muffin is a must try!).

Courthouse Café ticks all the boxes! Located
immediately opposite Menzies on the corner of
Liverpool and Campbell Streets, it is the perfect
location to nip into between lectures when there
wouldn’t be time to go anywhere else. The staff
are super-friendly, the atmosphere is great, and
most importantly, the barista knows his work –
the coffee is sublime! The combo of a close
location, quality caffeine, cuisine and
camaraderie between staff and customer should
make it your regular!

The Standard, part-owned by Pilgrim Coffee,
began in February 2014 with its Standard
burger and fries, quickly making a name for
itself with its food and mildly sexually-oriented
sense of humour (see Reverse Cowgirl and
Brokeback Mountain for details). But it’s not
just burgers: the fries (with/ without toppings)
are outstanding, and the shakes are so thick
you need spoons. For those of you more
considerate of our animal friends, they also do
vegetarian! Did I mention they sell Doctor
Pepper?

Although too far away to get to between
lectures or during a sneaky CBL toilet break,
Pulp Friction is a tasty, healthy, and affordable
lunchtime destination. They boast a fully
vegetarian menu with vegan and GF options, as
well as a quiet and friendly atmosphere.
Highlights of the menu include nachos with a
variety of toppings, mexibeans with rice, and an
extensive freshly squeezed juice range. Pulp
Friction is well worth a visit!

Breakfast - the most important meal of the day,
you want to get it right! Berta is the place to go!
This much loved bustling cafe on the north
Hobart food strip is exceptional in its food and
coffee, even the breakfast avoider will be inclined
to have a nibble. Like, how can a poached egg
have a runny yolk but be crispy on the outside?!
And for the non egg lover their menu boasts
many other options not to be sneezed at! Stand
outs include spring onion pancake with pork
belly or maybe some caramelised chilli and
pickled cucumber salad!

Although too far away to get to between
lectures or during a sneaky CBL toilet break,
Pulp Friction is a tasty, healthy, and affordable
lunchtime destination. They boast a fully
vegetarian menu with vegan and GF options, as
well as a quiet and friendly atmosphere.
Highlights of the menu include nachos with a
variety of toppings, mexibeans with rice, and an
extensive freshly squeezed juice range. Pulp
Friction is well worth a visit!

Hospital Gym: Really cheap
membership (~$11/fortnight),
small, close to Menzies
Hobart Aquatic Centre: Just up
the hill, pool also present. Bit more
pricey.
All Aerobics : Close, 24/7, classes,
more pricey.

Having just started out at uni, signing up to a
gym probably isn’t high on the priority list for
many of you. But in 6 weeks’ time, when the
study eating begins and you have been enjoying
the social side of uni a little too much, you may
want a place to get back in shape. For $12.95 a
week with a $70 signup fee, Zap is also one of
the cheaper gyms around. The real benefit is the
24 hour access. There are also in convenient
locations, with Liverpool St. and Collins St. both
within walking distance to uni.

Looking to try and avoid the fresher 5? Look no
further than Unigym! A hub of activity with
pretty much everything you could possibly want
in a gym - a plethora of classes, heaps of cardio
equipment and don’t forget weights fo da boiz.
And the cheapest gym in hobart! (Cheaper than
zap!) It works out to about $9 a week which is
not even two coffees or one-something shots at
mobi that you’re going to regret later anyway!
Unigym is located at the Sandy Bay campus and
closes at 9.15pm during the week so perhaps not
the best choice for the late night gym junkie.

Do's & Don'ts of Med
Don't wear your lanyard OR the Jane
tie/scarf (please)
Don't forget about your hobbies
Don't miss 8ams - they're difficult but
important
Don't forget to make time for things
outside of the degree - social,
research, volunteering (it's all good!)
Don't trade sleep for study (we've all
been there, it's not worth it)
Don't do your assignments the night
of - again been there, so NOT worth it
Don't OVERPACK your schedule with
commitments - this includes societies
AND work (balance is KEY!)
Don't assume everyone knows the
answers - they probably don't

Do try to get some revision/study
done most days
Do take time off
Do study smarter not longer
Do get involved with societies
Do make time for friends & family
Do explore your interests within
medicine (you're here for a reason!)
Do make a study group (helpful hint :
sometimes it's better with people who
aren't your closest friends)
Don't be aggressively competitive we're all here to support each other
and someone else's success is NOT
your failure
Do ask questions - someone else is
definitely thinking it!

TORTORA : ANATOMY + PHYSIOLOGY
If you are looking for a resource that will quickly and
succinctly provide the answers you are looking for, and
want to give Wikipedia a break, Tortora and
Derrickson’s Principles of Anatomy and Physiology is
the perfect textbook. It has useful chapters on just
about everything, from biochemistry to anatomy, and
chapters on each body system too. It offers great
explanations on the content you need to know, plus a
little bit more for those who like to read further. There
are also plenty of diagrams, tables, and illustrations for
more visual learners.

TALLEY : CLINICAL EXAMINATION
If you only get one med textbook, make it this one. The
clear explanations of clinical signs and symptoms, with
systematic approaches to both history taking and
physical examination, make this invaluable for tackling
exams and OSCEs right through med school and
beyond. It offers the what, why and how for nearly
every clinical sign, meaning that after you’ve read
through this you will really understand what you’re
talking about and don’t sound like you’re just reciting a
script. Verdict: Invaluable. Don’t even think of taking on
OSCEs without this book.

GRAYS : ANATOMY
With the overload of anatomy you’ll be expected to
know, a suitable textbook is a must. Out of all the texts
I bought, this was the one I actually opened. Gray’s
follows regional anatomy, the same structure as your
lectures, making it easy to follow. Diagrams are
accompanied by tables showing origin, insertion, and
actions of muscles with descriptions of innervation and
blood supply, as well as their routes. Verdict: Every
doctor (or aspiring doctor) needs a version of the
classic Gray’s Anatomy (or equivalent anatomy text) on
their bookshelf.

ROBBINS: PATHOLOGIC BASIS OF DISEASE
This pricey little number is a real gem, so good the Royal
College of Pathologist of Australasia (RCPA) bases their
Basic Pathological Sciences exam on the rst 10 chapters
of this text’s “Professional” sibling. Anything you miss in
pathology lectures is covered here, usually wellexplained and accompanied by pretty pictures. Don’t let
the density of Robbins scare you. It’s content-heavy but
easily navigable, and really is a useful addition to your
medical library.
Verdict: Friendliness 3/5 , value for money 4/5, use as
gym weight 3/5 (shape not conducive to bicep curls)

JUNQUIERA : BASIC HISTOLOGY
Junqueira’s is very well set out and easy to understand,
with a good mix of information and pictures - and when
it comes to histology, everyone loves pictures. If you are
going to buy a histology book this is the one to get.
Jamie Chapman often has diagrams from this book in
his lecture slides, so provides a useful reference if there’s
any doubt in lectures. Verdict: You could get by without
it, especially if you make use of the copy in the library.
But very useful for studying, especially in SWOTVAC
when trying to make sense of the kaleidoscopic pink and
purple illustrations that come with cramming histology!

WEIR : IMAGING ATLAS
This book is an amazing collection of intricately detailed
and labelled images of every part of the body, set on
smooth glossy paper heaven to the fingertips. The
images selected for the anatomy pracs and applied
exams are mostly sourced from this book, so this is the
go-to resource for studying up on applied anatomy come
SWOTVAC. In the grand scheme of the MBBS however,
this probably isn’t worth the $70+ price tag for a new
copy converting to dollars-per-hour of use. Instead, try
and get your hands on a second-hand version down to
the 2nd edition (bugger- all has changed)!

OTHER TEXTBOOKS
Moore's Anatomy : GREAT for semester 2 of first year,
brilliant tables for muscles that are super easy to
understand
Rohen's Colour Atlas of Anatomy : GREAT for
dissection (Y1-3) but super difficult to find a
secondhand copy - try the library first and if you're in
love, buy!
Murray's Medical Microbiology : extremely well
structured breakdown of microbes that are pathogenic
to humans, including information about their history,
epidemiology, microbiology, clinical presentations,
diagnosis and treatment options.
Basic & Clinical Immunology : This text should ONLY
be bought by those who feel the need to hang on to
their school tradition of obediently buying all “required”
textbooks.

OTHER RESOURCES
TasMed Database : has exam-style
questions, helpful notes & past
lectures (in case of a missing lecture
on MyLo!)
Pathoma : REALLY great short 510min foundation path explanations
UpToDate : whilst it may seem
overkill in first year, it is a
LIFESAVER for a quick concise
summary of info on conditions!
BestPractice BMJ : similar,
BRILLIANT for quick differential list,
UTas doesn't have access though :(
Blue Histology : brilliant for quick last
minute histo revision pre-exam
Armando Hassundagnen : he is a
LEGEND + has great drawings

Med UTah WebPath : completely free
questions databse - super helpful
exam prep/revision
ETG / RACGP Guidelines : handy in
Yr2+ for knowing management
TeachMeAnatomy : lifesaver
especially in second semester of first
year - great images but doesn't have
ALL topics so approach with caution
Essential Anatomy App : SO GREAT
FOR SECOND SEMESTER - get it
Medscape (+app) : super handy basic
info for everything, kind of a
simplified version of UpToDate
Dr Najeeb's Lectures : notorious for
being a USMLE lifesaver, has
fantastic explanations on everything!

CAM101
Hello everyone,
Welcome to this exciting new adventure, the MBBS program. As asked by one of your senior colleagues, I’d like
to say something about the next 6 months, in fact the first year of your new university life. This new stage
comes with exciting opportunities to learn about the human body, to socialise, to engage in research (for those
who aspire that), and so on. With all that, it comes also the need to keep up with the daily tasks. It might feel
quite daunting to get the head around so much in a short time but with some planning and time management
you will see that all is manageable. Just consider this: your colleagues before you have gone through the same
experience and survived! It shouldn’t be any different to you.
One of the new habits you need to cultivate is: ASK! Ask everyone and anyone until you feel confident about
what you’re getting, about what is required of you. You will learn very quickly that the university staff are there
to help you but you need to let them know what you want; no one has a crystal ball!
Another thing to consider is your study skills. You will see very early in the semester that the amount of
information you’re given is very significant compared to what you had at school. So, make sure that your study
skills cater for your new learning experiences. If not, don’t panic. We have people who are specialised and willing
to assist you. The bottom line is: we want to see you succeeding, moving on with flying colours. As we are a
small medical school you’ll get to know and be known by the teaching team from very early in the semester.
With that in mind allow me the opportunity to introduce myself. My name is Dwight Assenheimer (yeah a
mouthful I know!) and I wear a few hats in the 1st year of the MBBS program. I’ll be you unit coordinator in the
first semester as well as your pathology lecturer, tutor and demonstrator in the same subject. Obviously, I have
some help from other friendly staff with my teaching. Apart from my medical degree, I also have degrees in
teaching in tertiary education, complementary and alternative medicine, and theology. I have several hobbies
such as beekeeping, garden landscaping and home renovation. They help to keep my sanity! I enjoy most
musical genres, from Medieval/Renaissance to Dixieland jazz, rock, new wave, metallica, chillout and Hip hop.
Next time you see me along the corridors walking in a funny way, you can bet I’m listening to something cool (it
is for me anyway!). So once more, welcome to the first year. I wish you all the best for the coming semester.
Dwight

CAM101-2
Dear Students,
Welcome to your first year of the MBBS. I hope you are excited and looking forward to the
year ahead, and the challenges it will bring. You will see me a fair bit in first year, especially
in second semester where I am involved in anatomy and clinical skills teaching. I am also
involved in anatomy teaching in second and third years.
As associate unit coordinator my job is to support the first and second semester unit
coordinators in the planning, organisation and running of the unit. More importantly for you,
my main job within the first year unit coordination team is academic support for students. I
am the first point of contact for academic and unit related matters in first year and the
person who usually deals with student absences, special circumstances, access to the unit
and assisting with the transition process from school to the MBBS, just to mention a few of
my duties.
Over the years I have learned that a lot of students struggle with the course in first year due
to a variety of circumstances. One of the most common is getting used to the transition from
structured, subject based study at school to an integrated curriculum which includes several
subject within the one unit. The other common reason is adapting to the large content of the
curriculum. Unfortunately, we can only help you if you let us know what difficulties you are
having. If you are experiencing any difficulties with your studies my strong advice is for you
to come to see me as early as you can so that we can work together on a plan to assist you.
Good luck, work hard and keep on top of the study material
Regards,
William Cuellar

CAM102
Hello first year MBBS students,
Congratulations on being admitted to the MBBS course, and welcome to the beginning of a life-long journey of learning in
medicine. I look forward to contributing to your learning in the first 2 ½ years of the course in gross anatomy & prenatal
development, and I will also be your unit coordinator for CAM102 Foundations of Medicine 2 (second semester of first year).
Of course, when you are reading this at the beginning of the year, you’ll be focused on the imminent demands of first
semester. But, let’s briefly look further ahead to second semester. CAM102 focuses on the structure, function and diseases
of the musculoskeletal system. There are a number of exciting strands which begin (or really get going) in CAM102 and
continue into second year and beyond.
In the Clinical Practice domain, you will further develop your physical examination skills (building on the vital signs
workshops in CAM101), learning how to perform a musculoskeletal (rheumatological) system and neurological system
examination of the limbs and back.
In sequence with physical examination, you will be learning gross anatomy (macroscopic structure) through dissection of
the human body (amongst other learning methods) across two years of the MBBS course, beginning in CAM102 with the
lower & upper limbs and back. We’ll be supporting you to become comfortable with this process, with an emphasis on
maintaining the dignity of the body donors, and fostering attitudes of respect and gratitude for this unique learning
opportunity.
In addition to gross anatomy in the Science and Scholarship domain, there is an introduction to medical research and its
importance to the clinical practice of every doctor, along with developing skills in basic data analysis and statistics
including interpretation. You will also continue to build on your learning in CAM101 in a variety of scientific disciplines,
including biochemistry, histology, microbiology, neuroscience, pathology, and radiology.
In the Health & Society and Professionalism & Leadership domains, you will begin meeting with your Kids & Families
Program (KFP) family, to study first-hand some of the issues relating to birth and infancy in family contexts, while
continuing your study of the biopsychosocial, ethical and legal frameworks and community contexts of the provision of
health care in Australia. You will also spend one week (week 8) in the north of the state for the Regional Communities
Program (Rural Week), exploring health care delivery in regional and rural contexts.
Best wishes for success in your studies, and I look forward to working with you.
Regards,
Derek

CAM101-2
Hello, my name is Emma Warnecke and I am the director of Student Development and Support at
the School of Medicine, University of Tasmania. I undertook my medical degree at Monash
University and then completed specialty training in Melbourne gaining my FRACGP (Fellowship of the Royal
Australian College of General Practitioners). After many years of working in General Practice in Melbourne my
family and I moved to Hobart in 2007. We love living in such a friendly and beautiful city with close access to
the things we enjoy such as bushwalking, mountain biking and kayaking. Tasmania also has some of the most
wonderful beaches. Swimming with a wetsuit has been something new to get used to but has certainly made it
possible to enjoy the water for more of the year!
Congratulations on choosing to undertake your medical studies at the University of Tasmania. We hope this is
an exciting time for you with new adventures ahead. As well as all the excitement most medical students will
face some challenges both personally and in their studies. There is lots of help available and perhaps the
biggest challenge may be simply asking for assistance. The School of Medicine values your wellbeing and is
committed to develop programs to support self-care and stress management strategies. We want to do all we
can to encourage you to reach out and ask her help. During orientation and beyond we will provide resources
and links to the various support services that are available. There is a Student Advisor for the School of
Medicine who is a contact person for any questions or queries you may have and can be contacted on Health
Advisor Hobart (Health.AdviserHBT@utas.edu.au). My role is to both support students and be an advocate for
students and student issues to unit coordinators and senior leaders in the school. We cannot change what we
are not aware of so please take the time to let us know both what is working well and what requires change. I
encourage you to get involved in your studies and keep your interests such as exercise and music going
outside of medicine. Medicine is a wonderfully rewarding career that brings great joy and is also known to
cause psychological distress. Take the time to look after yourself and prioritise good sleep, regular exercise
and a healthy lifestyle. We would also strongly to encourage you to learn some stress management techniques.
The School of Medicine teaches a mindfulness based program of stress management that is introduced in first
year.
The university has a website dedicated to student health and wellbeing. Please take the time to become
familiar with what is available at http://www.utas.edu.au/students/shw
Enjoy your studies and keep talking to your peers, friends, family and university staff.
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Name: Matthew Kirkcaldie
Subject they teach: Neuroscience (second
semester)
Hobbies outside of lecturing: Fixing guitars
Tip: Don't expect to understand everything in
detail in first year - use the learning objectives
to focus on the examinable stuff. Also, have fun
and relate it to your own experience.

Name: Dr Jamie Chapman
Subjects They Teach: Histology, Reproductive
Biology, Early Embryology
Hobbies outside of lecturing: Gaming, Reading,
Art
Tip: If you know the theory of histology then
your practical application will follow – use your
theoretical knowledge to make a decision tree to
break histology down into small bite sized
questions. It can be overwhelming to be
confronted with a mystery slide of pink and
purple but if you ask yourself a series of small,
directed questions, you can ignore the less
important information and focus on finding the
important, correct information.

Name: Kate Brettingham-Moore
Subject: Cell biology and genetics
Hobbies outside of lecturing: Yoga, challenging
myself with Masterchef recipes, drawing classes,
taking our adopted fur baby Max for walks,
watching Marvel or DC comics movies/tv series,
reading (Jack Reacher books and GoT currently)
and running around after my two year old
daughter (and playing with Lego!)
Tip : There’s a few but mainly don’t stress! Be
sure to ask questions if something doesn’t make
sense & I can provide you with additional
resources (feel free to ask during the lecture or
come up and chat afterwards). Prepare really
simple concise summaries of each lecture with
basic dot points then see how much extra detail
you can recall from these. Hopefully you find the
content as interesting as I do... cells are cool!
Name: Leesa Wisby
Subject they teach: Domain 4
Hobbies outside of lecturing: reading, collecting
vintage cookbooks, baking, old movies from
1930’s-1940’s, op-shopping and gardening.
Tip : Aim towards developing a good conceptual
understanding of the key ethical principles that
inform professionalism and ethics.

